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Abstract: The spatio-temporal relationship between tourism product similarity and spatial proximity
has not been adequately studied empirically because of data and methodological limitations.
New forms of data available at high temporal frequencies and low levels of spatial aggregation,
together with large commercial data and expanding computational ability allow a variety of theories,
old and new to be explored and evaluated more meticulously and systemically than has been possible
hitherto. This study uses spatial visualization and data harvesting to synthesize a variety of data
for exploring the evolution of hotel clusters and co-location synergies in US cities. The findings
question the reliability of the current data to be used for identifying and analyzing the formation
of tourist destination clusters and their dynamics. We conclude that synthesizing social media and
large commercial data can generate a more robust database for research on tourism development and
planning and improving opportunities for the examining spatial patterns of tourism activities. We
also devise a protocol to combine ‘social media’ sources with big commercial sources for tourism
development and planning, and eventually other sectors.

Keywords: hotel development; spatial proximity; synthesizing data

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, we have seen a wealth of new forms of data produced at high temporal
frequencies and low levels of spatial aggregation. These new data available, together with large
commercial data and expanding computational ability, allow a variety of theories, old and new to
be explored and evaluated more meticulously and systemically than has been possible hitherto. [1].
Mining these new sources of data offers an alternative mechanism to acquire and compile geographic
information [2–4]. Batty (2012, p192) [5] pointed out that “[t]he idea of integrating much of this diverse
data together to add value to our conceptions of how it might be linked to other more traditional
data as well as focusing it in specific ways to make cities more efficient and more equitable, has
come to define the ‘smart cities movement’. With regard to the tourism sector, because of data and
methodological limitations, the relationship between tourism product similarity and spatial proximity
has not been adequately studied empirically and spatially over time [6–9]. There has been limited
empirical spatio-temporal analysis on spatial distribution and clustering to understand the evolution of
hotel clusters to help understand the spatial clustering among tourism and hospitality businesses [9–11].
Reliable longitudinal data are critical to analyzing these spatial patterns.

ReferenceUSA claim their website contains the “most accurate and comprehensive” information
updated monthly on 20 million businesses in Canada and the USA and widely used in research and
practice [12–14]. Such enterprise-level decade-long data series can help to study agglomeration-related
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issues from scale economies, externalities, co-location, and congestion. Our preliminary investigation
of the ReferenceUSA data, however, found deficiencies and discrepancies, both internally, and with
other less structured tourism social media sites, such as TripAdvisor and Google. Considerable effort
is needed to salvage sufficient reliable information before conducting spatial and temporal analysis of
business agglomeration.

Synthesizing data from various websites such as TripAdvisor and Google, and the traditional
big commercial database from ReferenceUSA provides one starting point to create a more credible
micro-level database with high temporal frequencies for the study of the tourism sector with its
distinctive clustering and primary activities. This study uses spatial visualization and data harvesting
to synthesize a variety of longitudinal data for exploring the evolution of hotel clusters and co-location
synergies in US cities. We also devise a protocol to combine ‘social media’ sources with big commercial
sources for tourism development and planning, applicable to other sectors.

2. The Tourism Sector

The tourist activities and service sector initially evolved its own discipline—hospitality
management—largely drawing on business school concepts, and less so on the explicitly spatial
disciplines such as geography. Nonetheless, as widely acknowledged today, location is vital for the
success of tourism businesses such as hotels [9,11,15,16]. For economic geography, the manner in
which businesses cluster physically as a result of trade-off between competition and agglomeration,
and driven by demographics, innovation, and investment is a central topic [17–19].

Several theories and core heuristics, used by scholars and tourism destination managers to
characterize the growth stages of a destination, might be explored using a reliable time series
business-level database. They are similar to and draw on product cycle theory, market positioning,
carrying capacity, and the like [20]. The tourist area life cycle due especially to Butler (1980) [20] and
others employs the same underlying notions as formal theories of scale economy, externalities, and
co-location. The notion of “carrying capacity” has been equally important since much tourism involves
the intense development of relatively small, often fragile locations, with geographic location and scale
often governed by visitor ease of access and choice. The fortunes of a destination, and the various
clusters of activity within it, depend largely on how well businesses individually and collectively
tackle the challenges of enhancing synergies and offsetting congestion [21,22].

The tourism industry business clusters consist of linked components, for instance, accommodation
and retail. These components provide a variety of products and services to visitors. The clusters differ
widely in their markets, size, and composition. Nonetheless, given adequate data it should be possible
to evaluate general propositions about their formation and development, and their key parameters.
The study here draws on previous spatial analysis of recreational accommodation by Yin [23] and
tourism dynamic cluster analysis by [21].

3. Data for Tourism Research

Traditional tourism data sources for tourism research include administrative data, census data,
organizations’ data, yellow page, and commercial data such as ReferenceUSA (Baum and Mezias,
1992). In recent years, relevant information is becoming available from non-traditional sources, such as
crowdsourcing, online social networking, and other internet-based sources [2,24].

3.1. Traditional Data

Since 1997, the commercial data, ReferenceUSA data has been widely used in the U.S. by both
academics and professionals. Initial review of ReferenceUSA data within and across years indicated
anomalies, even with respect to the existence of a business, let alone its precise location or name. There
appears to be serious over-counting, and a syndrome of “disappearing and re-appearing” enterprises.
The problems were considerably more acute with other non-geographic data listed in the database,
such as employment, sales volume, and so on, which is ideally required to test concepts about cluster
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development. Even prior to the investigation reported here, the implausible variability between years
for even the total number of enterprises had been noted. For example, the total figures for the U.S.
did not match those in corresponding to the census. Moreover, businesses were double-counted or
omitted in some years. Comparison of hotel locations between ReferenceUSA data and online sources
such as TripAdvisor and Google further exposed discrepancies between and across these databases.

The problems of using inaccurate and inconsistent data for modeling and decision making
have challenged researchers for years, especially with longitudinal research [25,26]. The selection
of information and evaluation of its reliability has to be assessed in terms of its intended purpose.
In testing an empirical theory, some formal relationships are involved, such as those implied by the
heuristics mentioned above, and this in turn implies in estimating model parameters some statistical
test or other measure of credibility is to be applied. Such tests determined what level of uncertainty is
acceptable in the initial data set.

3.2. Synthesizing Traditional and New Forms of Data

In the internet era, massive amounts of information with a wide range of data types and sources
are generated on a moment-to-moment basis. The rapid expansion of digital data from varied sources
such as TripAdvisor and Google has become a source of big data [23,27,28], which is offering many
new opportunities and insights for more informed decision-making and planning [28,29].

Both Google and TripAdvisor have maps and other information about hotels such as name,
address, rating, price, and reviews from visitors’ experiences. Other websites include Expedia, Orbits,
Hotels, etc. Individual business’ websites may also provide information on the history of their
hotel, such as year established, ownership, renaming, address, price, and rating. These data contain
some geo-location and time related information at the micro level [5,30,31], and are used by various
companies to model and predict research [32].

Unlike traditional data, much of the internet-based data are often massive, relatively unstructured,
non-conventionally categorized, biased, and of variable quality, in comparison with statistical and
survey data [31]. There are also privacy concerns about using these data [33]. In addition, many sites
tend to sway away from sharing data, even though these data can be valuable research resources when
handling with the right procedures to protect privacy.

For research purposes, these data need to be processed systematically before they should replace
or augment traditional data [5]. “[F]inding and meaningfully combining information is a primary
challenge for users of big data” [34] (p6). Integrating selected data from various websites such as
Google and TripAdvisor with ReferenceUSA data allows us to assemble a more robust database that
can be used to explore spatial clustering and dynamics of tourism sector activities.

With respect to the principal data used for this paper it is reasonable to distinguish “social media”
data from customer-driven sites (e.g., TripAdvisor) from the “commercial data” (e.g., ReferenceUSA)
even though both of them are extensive. ReferenceUSA provides information on millions of businesses.
Fortunately, for evaluation purposes, considerable data may be organized, cleaned, and manipulated
using contemporary spreadsheets. The distinction between these two types of data is problematic in
that both data sets are “commercial”, and both integrate data from a variety of sources—public data
sets, telephone directories, industry organizations, personal communication, and customer generated
data. Social media data, especially customer reviews are troublesome for the industry. As seen later,
however, the associated information does provide useful supplementary information for improving the
reliability of a more orderly database. A further distinction might be drawn with industry-specific data
assemblers using otherwise confidential information (e.g., Hotel Valuation Services, PKF International,
etc.). It should be recognized that much of these data have been recorded in the past through occasional
surveys on a regular basis (e.g., census of business) but the findings with respect to individual
businesses are suppressed as “non-disclosures”, or statistically aggregated. More detailed data are
collected annually through tax records and company accounts, but with restricted access.
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In sum, because of data availability and quality at the individual spatial locations, empirical work
on retail business spatial clustering has been limited [11,35]. Fortunately, one recent major change in
spatial science, made possible by big data and recent technology development, “has been its increasing
collection and use of data at the individual rather than the aggregate scale, avoiding . . . the modifiable
areal unit problem” [36] (p62).

As a starting point, the touchstone for data credibility was whether it would be useful to test
spatial and secular theories with which have long-standing experience [21]. These, of course, draw on
previous and current tourism development modeling and spatial studies. Equally the methodology
makes use of a variety of spatial visualization and data harvesting techniques [37].

4. Method

4.1. Selection of Study Areas

To examine hotels for the entire North America, data amounts to some 20–30 variables for each
of the approximately one and half million properties (15 years). The inclusion of the restaurant and
entertainment sectors poses a greater challenge, but potentially manageable. However, as explained
above, even defects in the hotel sector data demanded that a smaller sample of destinations be explored
so that the circumstances of individual enterprises could be assessed against the available “ground
truth” (personal experience and hotel-specific websites) and against other public and commercial data.
Familiarity is important here because in assessing the data it is necessary to assess ground-truth not
only in terms of the existence of properties, but also the overall and particular characteristics. It was
also important that the choices included both comparability and diversity in size, structure, history,
and a mix of visitors.

For our investigative study we selected three coastal tourism cities: Savannah, GA, Charleston,
NC, USA and New Orleans, LA, USA. All are cities with pleasant weather and attractive waterfronts.
In addition, each is known for its rich history, well-preserved architecture and historical districts.
Savannah, for example, has been nominated as the “most beautiful” place many times by USA Weekend
Magazine and New York Times. Charleston is a major tourist destination, with luxury hotels, hotel
chains, inns, bed and breakfast, and a large number of award-winning restaurants and quality shopping.
New Orleans is a major United States port and the largest city in the state of Louisiana with the tourism
and hospitality industry as its primary economic driver. For all three cities, our initial study focused
on comparable areas within the historic district, downtown, and waterfront.

4.2. Data Preparation

We used ReferenceUSA data that provided the primary database for each destination. Hotel
data were extracted for a period of 15 years (1997 to 2011) using the standard industrial classification
(SIC) codes for hotels and motels (701101), and bed and breakfast (701107). The inclusion of both
categories is because our initial investigation suggested that hotels might be categorized differently
by disparate sources. For instance, one can be categorized as hotel by ReferenceUSA, but as bed and
breakfast by TripAdvisor. A hotel may even be categorized as both hotel and bed and breakfast by
ReferenceUSA. The ReferenceUSA data also include information on location references including
physical addresses and also north–south coordinates. This information was used to geocode the
tabular ReferenceUSA data into spatial files using ArcGIS. A spatial database was established that
includes hotel, transportation, attraction or landmark, historical district, census, and parcel. To confirm
locations and identify potential mislocations, these references were cross-checked with other sources,
including associated city, state, regional, and federal governments.
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4.3. Synthesizing and Updating Data: Using Spatial Visualization and Data harvesting

The technical challenges that arise from lack of precision, incompleteness, and duplication in the
primary data and its reconciliation with information drawn from different sources includes several
operations in each of the three stages outlined next:

(1) The first stage was focused on inspecting the tabular ReferenceUSA information to expose scope
of some errors for the need to correct, for example, omissions and over-counting. This includes
cross-check manually totals across years and with U.S. census information, as mentioned earlier.

(2) The second stage was based on the geocoded tabular information for spatial visualization to
inspect data errors and correct errors. This was via comparison of year-by-year hotel location
maps using ReferenceUSA data. This was also done manually to spot possible problems using
the maps and attached attribute tables.

(3) Data harvesting and big data were used in the third stage to inspect and correct data. This stage
is the most time consuming and important part. The stage was based on comparison between
geocoded hotel data and big data including Google, Google Street View, TripAdvisor, hotel
websites, and other internet sources to check whether a hotel indeed existed for a specific year.
This stage combines manual cross-check and automatic information search and retrieval.

Stage two and three can sometimes be overlapped when there is a need to cross check and
confirm the updates and corrections with the internet-based data. The geocoded ReferenceUSA data
on businesses were verified, corrected, or supplemented for years from 1997 to 2011 following the
above procedures. Five types of errors were identified in the ReferenceUSA hotel data as illustrated
in Table 1. This process was eased using spatial visualization and data harvesting for assessing the
coverage and consistency of data, linking and integrating data, and displaying the combined results.
Indeed, spatial overlays of the various data proved far more facile than reconciling conflicts directly
within the corresponding database.

Table 1. Updating hotel data: Stage two and three.

Type of Error Updating Data

Stage Two: Geocoded ReferenceUSA

(1) Duplicate hotels
Multiple points for the same hotel on a map.
These duplicated hotel points are often at the same or
similar locations and for the same year.

(2) Misclassified hotels
Some mapped points were misclassified as hotels.
In most cases, they turned out to be a travel agency, a
house rental company or restaurant with no beds.

Stage Three: Auxiliary Big Data (Google, TripAdvisor, Property Website, etc.)

(3) Missing hotels between years of the hotel
location maps

A hotel was included in several years’ maps, but
disappeared in one of the intermediate years. It may
be added back to the missing year after
cross-checking with internet-based data.

(4) Missing existing hotels

Some hotels were absent from every years’ database.
However, TripAdvisor, Google, hotel’s website, and
other websites indicate that they had existed for
many years. In this case, they were added back for
the years that the hotels were suggested to exist,
starting from their years of establishment.

(5) Incorrectly-geocoded hotels
Some hotel locations are misplaced spatially by
several blocks after geocoding. This was corrected
manually, according to their internet-based addresses.

Data Harvesting

Data harvesting is the computational process that searches for valuable information in large
volumes of web data to extract information from the web. Data harvesting can help to find, extract, and
blend and synthesize data from multiple sources to be used as a more robust data acquisition method.
It has been used by social network website companies to study consumer preferences. Data harvesting
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was used in this study to help extract useful information from various websites for synthesizing and
updating ReferenceUSA information.

Our data harvesting process involved data discovery, data extraction, and database
management [38]. The main techniques that were used include the Web, breadth-first search, regular
expressions, multithreading, and database technologies [39,40]. Our procedure of the data harvesting
includes getting the URL, retrieving source code, analyzing hotel’s website and retrieving sources
codes, retrieving related data, processing data, and storing data in a database. The Web was crucial to
the data harvesting extraction of information from the source code of static web pages. The breath-first
search strategy refers to a process that, after the current level of the search is completely finished,
the search was carried over to the next level to retrieve information from linked webpages. Regular
expressions help to extract information of the linked hotel webpages. Multithreaded microprocessor
technology allows microprocessor to improve performance. Database was then used to store and
manipulate data extracted from the internet.

The information retrieved from different internet sources (Google, TripAdvisor, and hotel websites)
included the name, address, rating, price, telephone number, years of reviews, history of hotels, etc.
Information on the name, address, phone number, rating, and price of hotels were used to match hotels
from difference sources for comparison and synthesizing.

Although such a review itself may be subject to errors, in our research these sources were employed
only to identify the year of existence of hotels to help cross-check and correct annual ReferenceUSA
information. With regard to stage three, the customer reviews on TripAdvisor and other similar
websites have information to help us identify and verify the year of existence of a hotel. The review
information includes both the year that a review was provided and most of the time, also the year
of the hotel stay for the review. If a property was recorded in user reviews for a period of a year, it
was taken that it was operating during the year. In some cases, this was confirmed by consulting the
website of the property or company concerned or historical Google Street View images. Some of the
information on a hotel’s history, such as the year of establishment, reopening, etc. was found on their
official websites. Google Street Views was used to check if there were visible hotel signs along the
streets from different years to cross reference information from TripAdvisor or other sources.

4.4. Visualizing the Dynamic Clustering for Comparison

Kernel density maps were used to visualize the spatial patterns of hotels in the study areas on
their spatial distribution and clustering and to help compare the original data with the synthesized
and updated data. Kernel density is an index of point density illustrated below by a smoothly curved
surface fitted over each point. The surface value reaches the highest at each point’s location and
decreases with the increment of distance from the point, reaching zero at the specified search radius
distance from the point. The Kernel density was used to map the point density of hotels in gradual
color. Spatial patterns of hotel clusters can be clearly visualized on maps to show whether and where
they are clustered, dispersed, or randomly distributed.

5. Findings and Discussion

5.1. Synthesizing and Updating Data

Figures 1–3 compare hotels in the three study areas before and after big data synthesizing. Eight
maps were included for each city illustrating hotel locations from 1997 to 2011. Black dots are the
hotels geocoded from the original ReferenceUSA data and stars are the updated hotels supplemented
with big data. For all three cities, one or more hotels were updated every year over the 15 years period
due to the errors identified above. These figures also showed that there is more updating required
for recent years than earlier years. This may be because much of the internet based information was
not available until recent years; and therefore, there was not enough data to update earlier years’
information, leaving some remaining question as to the completeness of the updated maps.
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5.2. Analyzing the Dynamic Clustering: Spatial Visualization Using Density Maps

Figures 4–6 compare hotel densities before and after big data synthesizing. The upper parts of
each figure show the density generated from the original data and lower parts from the updated
data over the 15-year period. The density classes of hotels were categorized into four levels. Level 1
stands for a relative low density and level 4 for a relative high density. The four density levels were
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derived by standardizing all density numbers against the highest density generated in each city. After
standardizing, a set of percentages was created ranging from 0 to 100. These percentages were put into
four groups: 0–20%, 20–40%, 40–65%, and 65–100%. The last group includes standardized density
percentage values from 65 to 100 to get an area that is large enough for visualization. The histograms
at the corners of each small inset map in Figures 4–6 show the actual number of hotels located in each
of the four corresponding density levels. In addition, on top of year 1997 and 2011 original density
maps, three different types of lines, as shown in the legend, were used to show density levels two to
four based on the updated data to be compared with the original data for the same years.
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In Charleston (Figure 4), the small cluster that is in the downtown area between King Street and
East Bay Street was observed in 1997 and has been growing. This cluster is shown in both the original
and updated data. However, as shown in the year 2011 map, updated data displayed larger clusters for
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density level two through four than the original data. The updated density of a cluster in the southern
part at the waterfront near East Battery Street and Murray Blvd for year 2011 was higher than the
original. In addition, the growth of these clusters is more consistent in the updated maps over the
15-year period than the original ones, which show some irregular density changes over the years.
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In New Orleans (Figure 5), there were two clusters: One in the north, located in the French quarter
district; and the other in the center, around Canal and Common Street. The French quarter district
cluster and Canal Street district were similar in terms of the density level in year 1997, with a little
larger size for the Canal Street district. However, the Canal Street district had been growing in size and
density. By the year 2011, it was not only bigger in size but also higher density. The original data shows
that the cluster located in the French quarter did not grow as much as the other clusters in terms of both
the density level and size, especially after year 2004, while the updated data shows that this cluster
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had been extending towards the north even though with a lower density than the Canal Street cluster.
The difference between two sets of density from original and updated databases respectively was not
as obvious in New Orleans as it was in Charleston, especially for the Canal Street district cluster. This
might be because of the amount of data. The total number of hotels in the Canal Street district might
be big enough to minimize the influence from a relatively smaller number of updated hotel records.

In Savannah (Figure 6), the cluster along Savannah River and East Bay Street grew every year
from 1997 to 2011. There was also a cluster growing in the south below East Liberty Street. There
was substantial difference between density patterns generated from original and from updated data,
especially for density level three and four as seen in the year 2011 map. According to the updated
database, the cluster in the southern part along Drayton Street and Abercom Street had been extending
to meet the cluster along the East Bay Street to become one large cluster. Likewise with Charleston:
The growing clusters were more consistent for the updated maps over the 15-year period.

Figure 7 includes line and 3D bar charts showing and comparing the differences between density
levels from the two databases. The same shade was used for the same density level for both databases.
Larger circle points in the line charts represent original data, and the smaller squares represent updated
data. The line charts for all three cities show that despite of the differences in the sheer volume with
regard to the number of hotels in each density level, the lines that represent the same density level,
in general, were similar over the 15-year period. That is, the patterns of density change indicated in
both databases were similar. In general, density level one was more consistent between two databases
for all three cities. However, notably for the reliable analysis of tourist destination structures and
performance, the most significant differences were for the higher density level three and four where
hotels clearly clustered.
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6. Conclusions

This paper explored synthesizing new and traditional data for examining patterns of hotel
development over a 15-year period. With respect to the ReferenceUSA data, conclusions might be
drawn with respect to two key questions. First, whether the data, in their current state, are sufficiently
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robust for the purposes advertised. This is especially important because the data are claimed to be
the “most accurate and comprehensive in the industry”. Moreover, it is widely used because “[m]ore
than 4 million customers” use this for various purposes. They are also used by “[n]umerous national
organizations and government agencies, including the FBI, Homeland Security, . . . to make critical
decisions every day.”. For some purposes where completeness is not an issue, the data may be sufficient.
For others, depending on the precise “critical decision”, one might consider that more completeness
and precision than is currently evident in the data are essential.

This concern applies also to its use in policy-making because ReferenceUSA indicate that more
than 3 million customers use their data for demographic research, economic development planning,
and community analysis. At least for our purpose—to identify and analyze tourist destination cluster
formation and dynamics, we question the reliability of the current data. That said we considered that
the introduction of internet-based data to supplement the big commercial data could generate a more
robust database for research on tourism development and planning.

Our findings demonstrated that the internet-based data that had become available in recent years
potentially provided a valuable resource for assembling more credible and consistent temporal and
spatial databases. The spatial clustering patterns created using synthesized data showed a more
consistent pattern without irregular density changes over the years, manifested in the original database.
Our analysis also shows that there were substantial difference with regard to the spatial hotel clustering
between the original data and our revisions for two of the three study areas. In these two cities,
Charleston and Savannah, additional hotel clusters were identified, especially in recent years. In New
Orleans, the spatial hotel clustering patterns were more consistent.

Despite the analytic and empirical difficulties, it was concluded that synthesizing social media
data with big commercial data improved opportunities for examining patterns of hotel, entertainment,
and retail development, and opportunities for potentially constructing and testing more complex
industry models and theories. It is also recognized that, whatever the current reliability of these data,
this was likely to improve over time and become more consistent, accurate, and complete.
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